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BARCELONA - ONE OF 2022'S
TOP BUCKET LIST DESTINATION
Text & Photos by Victoria Plank

As travel restrictions start to lift and we begin to stretch our legs after a

two-year intermission, a new study into travel trends predicts that 2022

is going to be the year for Bucket List Holidays. 

In the same way 2021 was the year for domestic travel, a chance to

explore locally and discover regional treasures, this year expects

travellers to splurge out and plan those once in a lifetime holiday. A

niche market that Barcelona Cruise Port caters to perfectly. 

Barcelona has consistently been one of the top travel destinations that

Europe, not just Spain, has to offer and last year Barcelona secured a top

position as one of the prettiest and most popular cities in Europe. 



“After 2 years

of hard work

with the Virgin

Voyages

management

team & all

subdivisions of 

 the Port

Authority, we

are confident

Virgin Voyages

will have a 

 successful

season with us

as of  May

2022.
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According to The World’s Best

Cities, a study prepared each year

by the American consultancy

Resonance, the Mediterranean

metropolis sits at nineth place in

the prestigious ranking of the best

cities in the world.  This ranking

assesses the global brand of one

hundred cities with more than one

million inhabitants, considering

various indicators and based on

statistical figures and the opinions

of residents and visitors.

Some world-famous landmarks

need no introduction: Gaudí's La

Sagrada Familia, the beach at

Barceloneta´s front and FCB's

Camp Nou. But now the hidden

gems are earning their spot on the

city's star-studded resume like the

panoramic views at Carmel'

Bunkers and alternative food

markets in San Antoni and Santa

Caterina.

Cruising offers a sample platter of

destinations for guests to enjoy on

their itinerary and a fuss free travel

style meaning  it’s no surprise it's

also a common bucket list must-

have. 

Barcelona Cruise Port appeals to

both aspects of this "Life List"

destination, as cruise routes for

2022 have Barcelona headlining

their Mediterranean itineraries. We

are looking forward to our return

to activity  with over 500 calls

scheduled this year. 

Now, with our renovation plans to

update our Terminal South well

under way, our smaller cruise ships

can expect to find the same

modern model we have over on the

Adosado Wharf. 

We are proud to be part of the

fabric that makes our city such a

popular cruise destination and look

forward to helping guests tick

Barcelona off their Bucket List!

Follow us for more updates
Instagram - @barcelonacruiseport
Facebook - Barcelona Cruise Port
www.bcncruiseport.com

 

“
2022 promises 

to be a year 
where 

yearning 
tourists get to 
dust off  their 
long bucket- 
lists which 
have been 
collecting 
ideas for 

almost two 
years now

“


